An Act to appropriate and apply out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of New South Wales certain Sums to make good the Supplies granted for the Service of the period from the 1st day of January to the 30th day of June, 1895, inclusive of both dates, and for the Year 1894 and previous Years; and for purposes connected with and incidental to the above objects. [Assented to, 22nd December, 1894.]

WHEREAS we Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, have granted to Your Majesty the several sums hereinafter mentioned for the service of the period from the first day of January to the thirtieth day of June of the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five (inclusive of both dates), and for supplementing the grants made by the last Parliament, in its Fourth Session, for the service of the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four and for previous years: And whereas we desire to make good out of the Consolidated Revenue Fund of New South Wales the several sums granted to Your Majesty as aforesaid: Be it therefore enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, that out of the said Consolidated Revenue Fund there shall be further appropriated, and are hereby appropriated, and shall be issued and applied for or towards the several uses and purposes hereafter expressed—

FOR THE SERVICE OF THE PERIOD FROM FIRST JANUARY TO THIRTIETH JUNE OF THE YEAR 1895.

1. SCHEDULES:—Any sum or sums of money not exceeding Seven hundred and thirteen pounds, to supplement the Schedule to Schedule (1) to the Act of the Imperial Parliament, eighteenth and nineteenth Victoria, chapter fifty-four, as follows:—

1. Supplement to Schedule B (Pensions)  £163 0 0
2. Supplement to Schedule B (Military Pensions)  550 0 0

(Amount carried over  £713 0 0)